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The   Recovery   of   Family   Life   The   Rolling   Revolution  

“Biology   ain’t   nothing.”   “Biology   isn’t   destiny.”  

“Women   are   human   beings,   limits   and   all.”   
“Feminism   is   the   radical   notion   that  

women   are   human   beings.”  

“Know   limits.”   “No   limits!”  

“The   line   between   good   and   evil   runs   through  
the   heart   of   all   people,   men   and   women.”  

“Believe   all   women.”  

“Each   regime   is   a   cave,   though   the   cave   is   not  
only   a   cave   and   is   open.   And:   The   personal   is  

also   the   personal.”  
“The   personal   is   political.”  

“Womanist   (noun):   A   person   who   believes   in  
the   political   equality   of   the   sexes   and   (still)  
thinks   they   will   do   different   things   under  

conditions   of   freedom.”   

“Feminist   (noun):   A   person   who   believes  
in   the   political,   social,   and   economic  

equality   of   the   sexes.”  

“Men   and   women   will   always   be   somewhat  
different   inside   and   outside   the   home.”  

“Men   and   women   are   not   going   to   be   equal  
outside   the   home   until   men   are   equal   in   it.”   

“Family   meals   are   about   community   and  
solidarity,   and   they   require   someone   to   shop,  

cook,   and   do   the   dishes.”  

“You   just   want   to   see   women   barefoot,  
pregnant,   and   in   the   kitchen.”  

“Men   can   respect   and   love   women  
—equality’s   got   nothing   to   do   with   it.”  

“Men   of   quality   respect   women’s  
equality.”  

“How   would   we   know   when   the   work   was  
done?”  

“We’ve   come   a   long   way,   but   there’s   still  
lots   of   work   to   do.”   

“All   laws   legislate   morality.”   “You   cannot   legislate   morality.”   

“Two   Responses:   First,   to   clear   the  
underbrush:   Totalitarians   speak   first   the  
language   of   hate,   fear,   and   bigotry   about  
their   fellow   citizens.   Second,   to   get   to   the  
truth:   Not   all   disparities   are   traceable   to  

discrimination.”   

“Hate   is   not   a   family   value.   End  
homophobia   (or   misogyny   or   transphobia  
or   whatever)   now.   Denying   equal   rights   to  

other   human   beings   based   on   your  
religious   beliefs   is   bigotry.”  

“Consent   makes   love   and   marriage   possible,  
but   it   is   not   what   makes   it   beautiful   or  

virtuous.”   

“Whatever   happens   between   consenting  
adults   in   private   should   be   legal   as   long   as  

the   consent   is   genuine.”  

“No   political   community   can   corrupt   its  
youth   and   survive.”  

“Pedophilia   is   based   on   the   radical   notion  
that   children   are   human   beings.”  

“Our   laws   do   not   allow   kleptomaniacs   to  
shoplift”   (as   Susan   Moller   Okin   writes).   

“I   was   born   this   way.”   
Or:   “Your   quarrel   .   .   .   is   with   my   creator.”   

“Some   orgasms   are   better   than   others!”   “All   orgasms   are   created   equal.”  

 

 


